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By: Renee Levine, Juris Doctorate Candidate, Seton Hall University School of Law 2012
INTRODUCTION
Advertising at sporting events is a common strategy to deliver messages to a large
number of people, and is known in the marketing literature as “place-based media."1 In placebased media, the advertisers try to exploit the consumer’s common bond with the associated
place, and go beyond that site itself to the actual point of sale. 2 The traditional means for
determining whether a market strategy is effective beyond studies of the actual sales focuses on
“advertising exposure, consumer attitudes, brand recall, and purchase intentions."3
With the prevailing interests of commercial entities taking advantage of sporting events,
there should be balance or bright line rule for advertising in professional baseball. United States
Soccer, for example, has promulgated a specific rule against field of play advertising.4
Part I will discuss advertisements at live sporting events, including physical and virtual
advertising. Part II will discuss the increase of new professional sports stadiums and the issues
raised by granting the stadium naming rights to corporate entities. It will also consider the
innovative sponsorship agreements for the newly constructed Yankee Stadium, which may
ultimately have a detrimental effect on the best interests of baseball. Part III will discuss the
Major League Baseball Constitution, other relevant rules for the baseball clubs regarding
commercialization on the field, and Bud Selig’s power as Commissioner to regulate commercial
activities. Part IV will analyze the advertising restrictions placed by United States Soccer and
Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) 5 , and the potential application of a
similar provision in baseball. It will also discuss a possible antitrust challenge to this rule. Part V
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concludes that a ‘no advertising on the field of play’ rule should be created because it is in the
best interest of Major League Baseball.
PART I: BACKGROUND
A. General Overview
Baseball is America’s pastime and a largely watched spectator sport. Promoting a
commercial brand within a baseball stadium can be very effective because of the audience’s size.
Traditional billboards are always a viable option at live sporting events, but advertisers and
baseball clubs have been looking at new and innovative means of conveying a sponsor’s
message. Commercialism has firm roots in baseball history. By 1972, advertisers were buying
spaces on the stadium walls, for not only the live audience to see, but also those at home
watching on television.6
The current Major League Baseball Commissioner, Allen “Bud” Selig, understands the
delicate balance between advertising and the integrity of the game. He stated that “[t]he problem
in sports marketing, particularly in baseball, is you’re always walking a very sensitive line.
Nobody loves tradition and history as much as I do.”7 Athletes in other sports such as NASCAR,
golf, and tennis commonly wear logos during activities; however, this does not comport with the
tradition and history of baseball.8
Commercial entities have a strong interest in merging the impression of a brand with a
well-attended live event. Through sponsorship, the impressions of the advertising will create an
overarching effect in the mind of the consumer.9 The sponsor’s brand merges with the event,
creating an association between the team and the product.10 A fan of a particular team will have
positive exposure to an unrelated brand.11 One may think that if a team is performing poorly that
the association will be negative. However, even if the team is not performing to the best of its
ability, many sports fans have loyalty to a particular organization.12
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A bright line rule should be implemented stating that advertising should not interfere with
the game of baseball. This rule would boost public opinion of the sport and preserve the integrity
of the game. Advertising is a necessary evil of the sport. “It is obvious that the commercial
success of live television sports and entertainment depends substantially on advertising.” 13
However, advertisers should take heed to this infamous Don Draper quote:
Advertising is based on one thing: happiness. And do you know
what happiness is? Happiness is the smell of a new car. It's
freedom from fear. It's a billboard on the side of a road that
screams with reassurance that whatever you're doing is OK. You
are OK.14
Thus, an advertisement that frustrates MLB fans is contrary to one of the central purposes of
promoting the brand.
B. Advertising on the Field
“Baseball has been the national pastime for over one hundred years and enjoys a unique
place in our American heritage."15 Baseball has a long history and tradition; therefore fans may
be concerned about the overwhelming continuously growing amount of advertising.16 Corporate
sponsorships in sporting events are one of the most rapidly growing areas of marketing. 17
The baseball industry does not necessary listen with deaf ears. An example of marketing
that had gone too far occurred in 2004 when a promotion for the movie Spider-Man 2 was scaled
back due to public outcry.18 Part of the sponsorship plan was to cover the infield bases with logos
for the movie during the interleague play weekend of June 11th through June 13th. 19 Columbia
Pictures, which was in charge of promoting the picture, only considered the logos on the bases to
be a minor contribution to the deal, which also comprised logos on the on-deck circles and
featured movie trailers on each stadium’s scoreboard.20
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In this scenario the plug was pulled on the Spider-Man 2 logos before the weekend,
because frankly, “bases aren’t billboards.” 21 There was strong fan opposition, including a
petition to have the logos removed.22 United States House Representative, George Nethercutt,
also got involved when he wrote a complaint letter to Selig.23 Nethercutt stated that, “[l]ittle
leaguers deserve to see their heroes slide into bases, not ads….”24
As a former minor-league baseball team owner myself, I believe
such aggressive advertising undermines the character of America's
pastime at every level. Major League Baseball has a duty to keep
baseball pure for future generations of Americans.25
Nethercutt strongly believed that MLB has a duty to honor history and tradition, which
may mean restricting opportunities for economic gain. Outside commercial advertising is
lucrative for teams and the alternative mediums for promotion are growing to be more innovative
in delivering messages to the attendees in the stadiums, as well as to those watching the game via
broadcast. Nethercutt made a request for Selig to listen to the fans and protect the values and
traditions inherent in the national pastime.26
Bud Selig decided not to allow the Spider-Man 2 ads based on public outcry and his own
judgment. It would be more appropriate that a rule, or at least some procedure, is put into place
evaluating advertisements. The Commissioner and the member teams should be given guidelines
regarding advertising within the sport. It is not feasible for the Commissioner to scrutinize
individual ads to determine whether it will offend public opinion.
C. Virtual Advertising
An interesting means for keeping sponsorships out of the physical stadium is virtual
advertising for sporting events. In this scenario, advertising is not physically present in the
stadium, but inserted into the walls of the stadium as though it is there. 27 The attendees at a
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stadium have no way to avoid the growingly pervasive commercialism, but the people watching
at home can change the channels during commercials or walk away.28 However, changing the
channels does not save the at home viewers from exposure. Beyond the commercial billboards
physically behind home plate, it is common for the scoreboards and updates to be sponsored by
corporations.
Virtual advertisements can give spectators at home the impression that the ads are on the
field, even if they are physically absent. For all intents and purposes, any rules that would
prohibit physical advertisements on the field should also prohibit subsequently added
advertisements. U.S. Soccer has taken this approach to virtual advertising.29
Increasing virtual advertising, however, may be an option for preserving the sanctity of
the live game while still giving advertisers what they want. This would shield ticket holders from
overly excessive advertisements and expose more commercial elements to viewers at home. This
method would be effective for advertisers because the home audience that watches via broadcast
is larger than the amount of people who are physically in the stadium. It would also create a
small incentive for fans to attend games because advertising would not be as pervasive.
PART II: CONSTRUCTION OF NEW PROFESSIONAL SPORTS STADIUMS AND
SPONSERSHIPS
All professional sports teams need a venue to host events. Building a stadium is cost
intensive process, which is riddled with controversies. Typically a local community pays for
stadiums in order to have the exclusive benefit of having a hometown professional team.30 If the
public does not provide a subsidy for building the new stadium, the team may decide to relocate.
Recently, a taxpayer subsidy was denied for a new Minnesota Vikings stadium, which
may prompt the team to move.31 The team believes that the Metrodome cannot be renovated to
unlock the high-end revenue streams needed to stay competitive with other teams in the league.32
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Professional teams argue that these stadiums are necessary to keep the team competitive both on
and off the field.33 When a new stadium is built a team has an opportunity to obtain favorable
leases, increase luxury and premium seating, secure corporate naming rights and increase general
event ticket revenue.34
Naming a stadium after a corporate entity is practice that became popular in the late
1980’s and early 1990’s. 35 Naming rights is defined as a “transaction in which money of
consideration change[s] hands in order to secure the right to name a sports facility.” 36 There are
certain risks associated with having a stadium named after a corporation. Those risks extend to
the proprietary rights inherent with the naming party, and great efforts should be made to protect
the reputation of the team.37
The National Football League’s Miami Dolphins’ facility was renamed to Pro Player
Park after the sports apparel company Pro Player.38 In 1999, Pro Player filed for bankruptcy,
leaving the Dolphins with a lame duck stadium name until 2005. 39 At times a team may no
longer want to be associated with a corporate name, such as the former association between the
MLB’s Houston Astros and Enron.40 The Astros did not officially sell their naming rights to the
new stadium, but it was presumed after Enron aided in funding the construction.41 Eventually the
Astros paid $2.1 million to Enron for a buyback of the stadium naming rights. 42 Ultimately, the
Astros did not name the stadium after the home team. The Astros briefly hosted games at Astros
Field, but ultimately sold the naming rights to Minute Maid Company.43 The management was
more concerned about having a positive brand image associated with the team, and not
necessarily maintaining the venue name.
The New York Yankees are one of the most profitable and well recognizable professional
sporting teams in the nation and globally.44 The team is located in a large marketplace and has
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strong stadium attendance. In 2011, the total attendance for the season was 3,653,680, second
only to the Philadelphia Phillies.45
The old Yankee Stadium was firmly rooted with a rich history and is affectionately
known as the House That Ruth Built.46 The building housed some of baseball’s greatest legends
and stars.47
The Yankee pinstripes belong to New York like Central Park, like
the Statue of Liberty, like the Metropolitan Museum of Art, like
the Metropolitan Opera, like the Stock Exchange, like the lights of
Broadway, etc. Collectively then are ‘The Big Apple’. Any loss
represents a diminution of the quality of life here, a blow to the
city’s standing at the top, however narcissistic that perception may
be.48
Yankee Stadium is truly intertwined with New York culture and history. The Yankees
constructed a new stadium in 2006 to keep up with the trend of new stadiums.49 The total tab for
the taxpayers on the construction has totaled about four billion dollars. 50 It is a frustrating
prospect to have “a stadium paid for by taxpayers that taxpayers can’t afford to attend.” 51
However, the Yankees protected the history of the club, MLB, and the City of New York by
retaining the naming rights to the stadium.
Although keeping the naming rights to Yankee Stadium was a great step in honoring
baseball’s traditions and purity, some of the practices within the stadium may run afoul of the
best interests of baseball. Management created some inventive ways to increase corporate
sponsorships to supplement the lost income from retaining the naming rights.
The Yankee management decided to put everything up for sale with the exception of the
stadium name. 52 Beginning with the 2009 season, the new Yankee Stadium plays the P.C.
Richard trademarked whistle jingle after a Yankees’ pitcher makes a strikeout. 53 Also the
Modell’s jingle plays after a Yankee steals a base. 54 This can be considered supplemental
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advertising.55 The media has proclaimed that this type of sponsorship lessens the integrity of the
game.56 By retaining the name to the stadium, it may sacrifice the profits obtained by selling the
naming rights.57 However, by holding the namesake, the Yankee organization retains trademark
rights by using the Yankee Stadium name.58
Fans are unhappy with the supplemental advertising practices at Yankee Stadium.59 This
is similar to the public outcry received for the Spider-Man 2 promotion.60 Only in this case, Selig
has not taken action. Perhaps it will be necessary for people like former House of Representative
member George Nethercutt to make a statement before Selig evaluates this issue.61 Then there is
an open question as to if Selig will ever consider banning the on-going advertising practices at
Yankee Stadium. The longer that this practice continues, the more difficult it will be to make a
challenge due to acquiescence. The Commissioner may on his own initiative remedy practices
that are “detrimental to the best interest of baseball,”62 but guidelines should be put in place for
all MLB teams.63 Adherence to formulated guidelines would aid in compliance and alleviate the
need for the Commissioner to investigate all advertising practices individually.
PART III: THE MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL CONSTITUTION, POWER OF THE
COMMISSIONER, AND THE CURRENT RULES LIMITING
COMMERCIALIZATION ON THE FIELD
A. Role of the Commissioner and Relevant Provisions of the MLB Constitution
The first Commissioner of MLB was former federal Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis,
who was appointed in 1920.64 This unique role was created in order for an authoritative single
source to manage the integrity of baseball.65After the Black Sox World Series scandal of 1919,
when Landis became Commissioner, he demanded and was granted absolute power.66
Bud Selig became the Commissioner of Major League Baseball in 1992. 67 The
Commissioner’s authority is based on textual clauses in the MLB Constitution. However,
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external factors play a role in his decisions, including public opinion about the sport.68 The MLB
Constitution provides the Commissioner with the power:
(b) To investigate, either upon complaint or upon the
Commissioner’s own initiative, any act, transaction or practice
charged, alleged or suspected to be not in the best interests of the
national game of Baseball, with authority to summon persons and
to order the production of documents, and, in case of refusal to
appear or produce, to impose such penalties as are hereinafter
provided.69
This clause grants the Commissioner authority to investigate nearly anything related to baseball.
One reason that this clause exists is because the game of baseball has interests that are not
purely based on business principles.70 The owners and the players both are economically selfinterested. It is the Commissioner’s role to advocate for the sport.71
The long-standing popular assumption is that it is the responsibility
of the “commissioner” to decide whether and how to protect the
“best interests of the sport” from such behavior. Any organization
needs a chief executive officer-in the case of sports, to establish
schedules and league championships, to supervise officials, to
negotiate television and merchandising contracts, and the like.
What makes sports unique (by comparison with the movie world,
for example) is that the office of the commissioner has historically
been viewed as the supreme voice about what truly is in the best
interests (not just the business interests) of the game.72
The powers granted to the Commission in the MLB Constitution “are so unlimited in
character” that the Commissioner has power to “prevent any conduct destructive of the aims of
the code.”73 “[T]he Commissioner is given almost unlimited discretion in the determination of
whether or not a certain state of facts creates a situation detrimental to the national game of
baseball.” 74 The Commissioner is also appointed to make determinations that would be
inappropriate for the judiciary.75
The Constitution also provides the Commissioner with the power to:
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(d) From time to time, to formulate and to announce the rules of
procedure to be observed by the Commissioner and all other
parties in connection with the discharge of the Commissioner’s
duties. Such rules shall always recognize the right of any party in
interest to appear before the Commissioner and to be heard.76
This provision allows Selig to formulate new rules or guidelines relating to the current and future
commercialization practices within MLB.
In place of adding an additional rule to the Official MLB Rules, there is an option to
amend the MLB Constitution. An amendment limiting advertising practices could be added
according to the following provision:
(b) The vote of three-fourths of the Major League Clubs shall be
required for the approval of any of the following: (7) Any
provision amending this Constitution, except as specifically
provided elsewhere in this Constitution.77
It is not likely that seventy-five percent of the MLB team owners would vote for a rule
that limits their own revenue streams. Although it is possible that the clubs would recognize that
a rule could protect the interests of baseball, the clubs are economically self-interested. This is
the one of the main reasons a Commissioner is appointed.78 However, the MLB team owners
assign the Commissioner.79 Therefore it would be difficult for the Commission to initiate a rule
that is in direct conflict with interests of the owners.80
The Constitution also provides member clubs the power to limit the practices of other
clubs in certain respects. The following provision allows a majority vote approval for any action
relating to radio, television, and Internet media rights.
(a) The vote of a majority of the Major League Clubs shall be
required for the approval of any of the following:
(5) Any action relating to radio, television or other audio or video
media (including the Internet or any other online technology),
including but not limited to any agreement or amendment thereto
with any other party, pursuant to which there is the grant, license
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or other transfer of radio, television or other audio or video media
rights for Major League Baseball games.81
This provision could play a role when negotiating with a television network or commercial entity
about virtual advertising.82 Additional virtual advertising could be a solution to purifying the live
game for fans.83
B. The Current Rules Limiting Commercialization on the Field
The MLB Official Baseball Rules state that “[n]o part of the uniform shall include
patches or designs relating to commercial advertisements. 84 This rule is under-inclusive and
inadequate to prevent all of the on the field advertising antagonistic to the best interests of
baseball. These rules are established in order to protect the intellectual property of the league and
the teams. 85 Although some provisions are enacted with the foresight of protecting the game
itself, the rules are inadequate means of separating commercialism from the sport.
Similar clauses in other leagues, such as the National Football League, 86 are arguably
only in existence not to protect the game, but to protect the commercial and conceptual strength
of the organizations’ trademarks.87 The Lanham Act88 protects trade dress, inter alia. Keeping a
consistently used trade dress on the field strengthens the trade protection of the respective league
and the individual member teams under federal law.89
In the NFL, players have been fined for the wearing articles of clothing not provided by
their respective team. In the 2011 season, Wes Walker of the New England Patriots was fined
$10,000 for wearing a hat promoting Bonk Breaker energy bars, a company in which he
personally invests. 90 The rules pertaining to uniforms are even more stringent restraining the
colors an athlete can wear on the field.91 Several New Orleans Saints’ players received $5,000
fines for wearing Christmas themed red and green tape around their ankles on a Christmas Eve
edition of Monday Night Football against the Atlanta Falcons.92
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Major League Baseball has similar rules to protect the intellectual property of the league
as well as the member teams. The MLB Rule 1.17 provides protection by notifying the teams
and players as follows:
Playing equipment including but not limited to the bases, pitcher’s
plate, baseball, bats, uniforms, catcher’s mitts, first baseman’s
gloves, infielders and outfielders gloves and protective helmets, as
detailed in the provisions of this rule, shall not contain any undue
commercialization of the product. Designations by the manufacturer
on any such equipment must be in good taste as to the size and
content of the manufacturer’s logo or the brand name of the item.93
This provision was previously enforced when Barry Bonds was fined for wearing a
particular set of wristbands. 94 The fine levied for $5,000. Bonds was personally penalized
because the size of the logo ran afoul of this rule.95 This provision explicitly prevents baseball
manufacturers’ from putting their own logos on the field. However, this only pertains to those
equipment manufacturers that are self-promoting their own brand.
MLB Rule 1.17 would not prevent a third party advertiser from printing a logo on the
bases. As seen from the Spider-Man 2 example, 96 there is no specific provision to keep an
advertisement from physically being present on the field. Taking the ads off of the bases was
based on a Selig’s individual assessment, not a categorical rule. 97 Even though there is an
existing no advertising on the equipment rule, it is inadequate because it only applies to the
manufacturer of the equipment.98
Major League Baseball is bending its own rules by allowing other corporate entities to
display logos on equipment for select games. The opening weekend for the 2012 season was held
in Japan between the Seattle Mariners and the Oakland Athletics.99 Gloops, which is a Japanese
company in the social media field, sponsored the event, which was held in the Tokyo Dome.100
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The Gloops event logo appeared on both teams’ batting helmets and the logo was also
patched on the Oakland players’ jerseys.101 Gloops is unrelated to the equipment manufacturers,
but the company did provide a significant monetary contribution to Major League Baseball.102
This is the exact commercialization that Rep. Nethercutt sought to limit in his plea to Selig in
2004.103 This practice was limited to the opening weekend in Japan, so there may be an argument
that Selig would not allow the same commercial practices at stadiums within the MLB member
teams’ stadiums.
New issues that may be on the forefront of athlete self promotion are players displaying
their Twitter handles on the field. According to the MLB Rules, “any player other than the
pitcher may have numbers, letters, insignia attached to the sleeve of the undershirt.”104 Under the
current rules a player can have a twitter handle on his undershirt, or on his baseball mitt. A
twitter handle is a user name that a person has selected and the accompanying URL. 105 National
Hockey League teams have started adding Twitter handles to their uniforms to promote the
teams’ social media presence.106 The Twitter account can be linked to a team or to an athlete
personally. However, this can present a problem when an athlete is promoting his Twitter
account, which is in reality closely linked to a private endorsement.
A rule should be introduced to limit both commercial and private player endorsements on
the field. With the immersion of the Internet and social media into people’s everyday lives, the
baseball field should remain free of outside influences.
PART IV: POTENTIAL CODIFICATION OF A MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL FIELD
OF PLAY RULE AND A PROSPECTIVE ANTIRUST CHALLENGE OF THE RULE
A. Potential No-Advertisements on the Field of Play Rule
Creating a rule in MLB that limits advertising on the field of play is beneficial to the best
interests of baseball.107 The current rules are inadequately protecting the field from corporate
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logos. 108 United States Soccer has taken a proactive approach to regulating advertising.
Interpretation of Law 1 – The Field of Play rule specifically provides:
Commercial advertising
Commercial advertising shall be at least 1 yard from the boundary
lines of the field of play.
No form of commercial advertising, whether real or virtual, is
permitted on the field of play, on the ground within the area
enclosed by the goal nets or technical area, or within 1 yard of the
touch line from the time the teams enter the field of play until they
have left it at half-time and from the time the teams re-enter the
field of play until the end of the match. Similarly, advertising is not
permitted on the goals, nets, flag posts or their flags and no
extraneous equipment (cameras, microphones, etc.) may be
attached to these items.109
This provision, as worded, clearly would not work for Major League Baseball because
baseball is played on a different field with different equipment.110 A rule that is similar to the
U.S. Soccer rule would probably not be feasible because of the history of advertising in baseball.
U.S. Soccer prohibits advertisements within 1 yard from the boundary lines of the field of
play.111 The outfield walls and other boundary walls of MLB stadiums have been covered in
advertising for at least seventy years. 112 Behind-the-plates advertisements are typical for all
ballparks located behind the batter, catcher, and umpire.113 These advertisements are lucrative
because the ads are prominent to viewers watching via broadcast and may be replayed several
times in a game’s highlights.114
Although a provision identical to U.S. Soccer would not be plausible for MLB, it is
possible to create a rule that captures the same spirit. There should be no advertising on the field.
This would include, but not be limited by, the on the field equipment and the players’ uniforms.
A rule such as this should be the minimum of limitations for prohibiting commercialization on
the field. This rule would simply keep the actual field, including the players, equipment, and
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physical field, free from any advertisements. As shown from the Spider-Man 2 incident in
2004, 115 the Commissioner will take steps to restrict advertising if it conflicts with public
opinion. This categorical rule would prohibit advertisements specifically of this nature. This rule
would alleviate the need for advertising campaigns to be evaluated on an ad hoc basis.
MLB should go above and beyond what U.S. Soccer has codified. This would include
banning a player from sporting his Twitter handle on the field.116 A player’s Twitter may be used
for personal reasons only, however, many professional player’s Twitter accounts are full of
endorsements by corporations. 117 Allowing a player to wear his Twitter handle would only
circumvent the language of the no advertising rule and diminish its purpose.
Attending a baseball game is an experience that goes beyond what is seen on the field.
MLB should incorporate a rule that prohibits advertising based on the merits of the game. This
would include tossing out the P.C. Richard jingle from Yankee Stadium.118 The jingle is not
popular with the fans and detracts from the experience of the game. 119 This rule would only bind
the member organizations of MLB, and not necessarily outside promotions based on the merits
of the game.120
B. Possible Challenges to the No Advertising Rule through Antitrust Law
Team owners within a sports league should conduct their behavior within the best
interests of the sport. Creating a rule that prohibits a member team from allowing third-party
advertisements based on the merits of the game is beneficial to the sport.
Certain MLB member teams may not appreciate a new rule that limits revenue from
advertising. Generally, it is difficult to challenge a Commissioner’s rule if he “acted in good
faith, after investigation, consultation, and deliberation, in a manner which he determined to be
in the best interests of baseball.”121 If that is the case then “whether he was right or wrong is
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beyond the competence and the jurisdiction of [a] court to decide.”122 However, it is feasible that
a team will challenge a rule based on antitrust principles or the First Amendment.
A rule excluding teams from featuring third-party advertising based on the merits of the
game may challenge the rule based on its exclusionary nature. Individual sports teams within a
league may choose to challenge a rule under an antitrust theory. 123 The Sherman Act prohibits,
“[e]very contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of
trade….” A rule that all MLB member teams codify through the power of the Commissioner
would constitute a contract restraining trade. The relevant standard is whether the contract or
conspiracy unreasonably restraints trade.124
Although theoretically subject to antitrust scrutiny, baseball has a historic antitrust
exemption that would most likely halt a challenge. 125 However, the sport of baseball may no
longer be shielded from antitrust law.126 Some Courts have limited this exemption specifically to
the reserve clause,127 or to only the sport’s “unique characteristics and needs.”128
Also there have been questions in the past to whether a sports league could offer a single
entity defense to an antitrust challenge. American Needle 129 answered that question in the
negative. Although teams are required to establish rules in order for a league to function, each
team has its own economic interests and pursuits separate from other member teams. 130 Teams
within a sports league have business interests that frequently coincide with the interests of the
league as a whole; however, a commonality of interests exists in every cartel. 131 It is for this
reason that sports leagues are still subject to antitrust scrutiny even though commonality of
interests is required for the league to function as a whole.132
NASL v. NFL is one example of an owner of a professional sports team challenging a rule
set in place by the league. In NASL v. NFL133 there was a challenge to a NFL rule prohibiting an
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owner from selling his franchise without a majority vote of the other owners. Such restrictions on
ownership are challenged under Section 1 of the Sherman Act. 134 A rule will fail if the unless it
has pro-competitive effects that outweigh the clear restraint on competition.135
Although NFL members… participate jointly in many of the
operations conducted by [the league] on their behalf, each member
is a separately owned, discrete legal entity witch does not share its
expenses, capital expenditures or profits with other members. Each
also derives separate revenues from certain lesser sources, which
are not shared with other members, including revenues from local
TV and radio, parking and concessions…. The NFL teams are
separate economic entities engaged in a joint venture.136
As shown by other challenges in the past, an owner would be able to question a rule
properly set in place by league procedures. Whether that rule will pass antitrust scrutiny depends
on whether the rules reasonably restrain competition, or if the rule is otherwise ancillary to the
agreement.137 A rule that prohibits advertising could foreseeably be challenged because it will
regulate private profit by a private agreement as opposed to a market place regulation.138
It is possible that an antitrust challenge is not needed because the market will be selfcorrecting regarding on the field advertising. Fans of a particular team are often very loyal, 139
however, if advertising becomes too prevalent, then the fans may switch to a new team or chose
not to attend games. If an antitrust challenge were to survive summary judgment, then a detailed
market analysis would be conducted, including substitutes for Major League Baseball.140
PART V: CONCLUSION
A ‘no advertising on the field of play’ rule is in the best interests of Major League
Baseball. MLB fans may be concerned that the sanctity of the game is being threatened by
commercialism. Running advertising during live sporting events is very lucrative for
corporations. The advertiser and the MLB member teams are both economically self-interested,
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which may cause the entities to disregard the best interests of the sport. The MLB Commissioner
should take preventative measures and regulate these commercial activities.
Constructing new stadiums is a controversial topic, and professional sports teams often
name the stadium after a sponsoring corporate entity. The professional team must evaluate
whether this corporate entity’s reputation coincides with the reputation of the team. Yankee
stadium has increased sponsorships through new advertising mediums to finance retaining the
stadium’s name. Rising ticket prices often coincide with a new stadium, and the local fans suffer
because they aid in subsidizing a building that they have to pay more for to enter.141 Fans would
most likely appreciate MLB teams internalizing costs, perhaps by decreasing ticket prices due to
an increase of advertising.
The marketplace might be self-correcting in regards to on the field advertising. If the
advertisers are seeing a decline in sales based on an aggressive advertising scheme, then that
commercial entity may decide not to continue. Alternatively, if the trends show that stadium
attendance declines with increased advertising the MLB team may cut back.
Adding more virtual advertising to live game broadcasts is a viable option for MLB, the
fans, and the advertisers. If fans wish to watch the games without virtual advertising then the
fans have the option to physically attend the game or to watch a subscription broadcast that does
not have prevalent virtual advertising.

Sponsoring an event helps shape consumer attitudes and create positive publicity in most
cases. However, when fans are opposed to an advertising practice, it is detrimental to the game
of baseball.
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Law 1- The Field of Play, U.S. SOCCER, http://www.ussoccer.com/referees/laws-of-thegame/law-1.aspx (last visited Apr. 21, 2012).
Commercial advertising
Commercial advertising shall be at least 1 yard from the boundary
lines of the field of play.
No form of commercial advertising, whether real or virtual, is
permitted on the field of play, on the ground within the area
enclosed by the goal nets or the technical area, or within 1 yard of
the touch line from the time the teams enter the field of play until
they have left it at half-time and from the time the teams re-enter
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